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FLORIDA LOTTO™ with XTRA gives you “multiple” reasons to play — twice a week. 
 
FLORIDA LOTTO with XTRA offers players the opportunity to multiply their non-jackpot winnings by two, three, 
four or five times for just $1 more per play. 
 
HOW TO PLAY 
 
Pick up a FLORIDA LOTTO playslip at an authorized Florida Lottery retailer. Each playslip contains 10 panels (A-J), 
allowing you to play up to 10 plays per drawing (one play per panel). To play, in each panel: 
 

 
 
1. Select six numbers from 1 through 53, or mark the QP (Quick Pick) box and let the terminal randomly pick 

some or all of your numbers. 
 
2. To play the same numbers for more than one draw, simply tell the retailer how many advance draws you 

wish to play or select the number of draws you want to play in the Advance Play section of your playslip. 
 
3. To multiply your winnings on non-jackpot prizes, select the XTRA box. XTRA costs $1 more per play. FLORIDA 

LOTTO tickets will display “XTRA YES” if you add XTRA to your LOTTO purchase. Please Note: The XTRA box 
applies to all panels, Advance Plays and Quick Picks played on the playslip. 

 
4. Give your completed playslip and payment to the retailer. You will receive a ticket printed with your 

numbers, draw date(s) and the value of each panel played. Please check your ticket before you leave the 
store. You are responsible for the accuracy of your ticket. 

 
5. Check the official drawing results to see if you're a winner! Draw results are available on the Lottery’s 

website at www.flalottery.com, at authorized Florida Lottery retailers and by phone at (850) 921-PLAY 
(7529). 
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Drawings are held Wednesday and Saturday nights at 11:15 p.m. Eastern Time and carried on 13 Lottery Affiliate 
TV Stations. You can purchase tickets until 10:40 p.m. Eastern Time on the night of the draw. Tickets purchased 
after 10:40 p.m. will be for next draw. 
 
ADDED FEATURES 
 
XTRA® 
 
XTRA is a special feature that allows players to multiply their non-jackpot cash prizes by two, three, four or five 
times the original prize amount! A player must choose the XTRA option on his/her FLORIDA LOTTO playslip or 
tell the retailer that he/she wishes to purchase a FLORIDA LOTTO with XTRA ticket. FLORIDA LOTTO with XTRA 
tickets cost an additional $1 per play. 
 
HOW TO WIN 
 
The Florida Lottery will hold official FLORIDA LOTTO™ drawings where six out of 53 numbers will be drawn at 
random. If your six numbers match the six winning numbers drawn in the official drawing for the date played, 
you win a FLORIDA LOTTO jackpot. Match three, four or five of the winning numbers to win other cash prizes. 
 
The XTRA multiplier number is selected at random, from 2 through 5, before each drawing. If a FLORIDA LOTTO 
with XTRA player matches three, four or five winning numbers, he/she wins an amount equal to the original 
prize amount multiplied by the multiplier that was drawn before the drawing. If the player matches just two 
winning numbers, he/she wins a free FLORIDA LOTTO ticket for the next available draw. 
 
Players may choose to receive their portion of the FLORIDA LOTTO jackpots in a one-time Cash Option payment 
or in 30 annual payments. The Cash Option payment is the amount required on the day of the drawing (or if the 
drawing is held on a Saturday or holiday, the business day prior to the drawing) to fund the applicable jackpot 
prize paid over 30 years. Appropriate federal income taxes will be withheld from both Cash Option and Annual 
Payments at the time payments are made. 
 
If you claim a prize on a winning Advance Play ticket before all of the draws on the ticket have occurred, you will 
be issued a continuation ticket for the remaining draws with the same play numbers as the original ticket. 
 
All prizes must be claimed within 180 days of the applicable draw date. 
 

FLORIDA LOTTO 
Estimated Prize Payouts and Odds of Winning 

FLORIDA LOTTO FLORIDA LOTTO with XTRA 

Prize Level Estimated Prize Odds x 2 
(Odds 1:4) 

x 3 
(Odds 1:4) 

x 4 
(Odds 1:4) 

x 5 
(Odds 1:4) 

6 of 6 Jackpot 1:22,957,480 - - - - 
5 of 6 $5,000 1:81,409.50 $10,000 $15,000 $20,000 $25,000 
4 of 6 $70 1:1,415.82 $140 $210 $280 $350 
3 of 6 $5 1:70.79 $25* $25* $25* $25* 
2 of 6 - - Free Ticket** Free Ticket** Free Ticket** Free Ticket** 

Overall Odds  1:67.36 Overall Odds with XTRA  1:7.61*** 
Prizes shown are estimated prize amounts. All cash prizes are pari-mutuel. The XTRA number, from 2 to 5, will be drawn at random just before the 
FLORIDA LOTTO drawing to determine how much the non-jackpot cash prizes will be increased for that draw. 
* For a limited time, the XTRA 3-of-6 prize will pay a minimum of $25 (5 times the FLORIDA LOTTO base prize.) 
** For FLORIDA LOTTO with XTRA players, the odds of matching 2 of 6 numbers are 1 in 8.58. The XTRA 2-of-6 prize is a free FLORIDA LOTTO with XTRA 
Quick Pick ticket for the next available draw. 
*** The overall game odds for FLORIDA LOTTO with XTRA are 1 in 7.61. 
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MEGA JACKPOTS, MEGA WINNINGS! 
 
For just $1, you could win the multi-state MEGA MILLIONS® jackpot, which starts at $15 million and increases by 
at least $5 million with each rollover. Match all 5 white balls and the Mega Ball to win the jackpot! Match just 
the 5 white balls and win $1,000,000, if your ticket includes the Megaplier you win up to $5 million! Players can 
add Megaplier® for $1 more per play to increase their non-jackpot winnings by up to five times! 
 
HOW TO PLAY 
 
Pick up a MEGA MILLIONS playslip at an authorized Florida Lottery retailer. Each playslip contains five panels (A-
E). To play, in each panel: 
 

 
 

1. Select five numbers from 1 through 75 in the upper play area, or mark the QP (Quick Pick) box and let 
the terminal randomly pick some or all of your numbers. 
 

2. Select your Mega Ball number from 1 through 15 in the lower play area, or mark the QP (Quick Pick) 
box for the terminal to randomly select your Mega Ball number. 

 
3. To win two to five times more on your non-jackpot prizes, select the Megaplier box. Megaplier costs 

$1 more per play. Please Note: The Megaplier box applies to all panels and Quick Picks played on the 
playslip. 

 
4. To play the same numbers for more than one draw, simply tell the retailer how many advance draws 

you wish to play or select the number of draws in the Advance Play section of your playslip. 
 

5. Review your selections carefully. MEGA MILLIONS tickets cannot be cancelled. 
 

6. Give your completed playslip and payment to the retailer ($1 per play for MEGA MILLIONS, or $2 per 
play for MEGA MILLIONS with Megaplier). You will receive a ticket printed with your numbers, 
drawing date(s), and total cost of the ticket. MEGA MILLIONS with Megaplier tickets will display 
"MEGAPLIER YES." 
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7. Check the official drawing results to see if you're a winner! Drawing results are available on this 

website, at authorized Florida Lottery retailers and at (850) 921-PLAY (7529). 
 
Drawings are held Tuesday and Friday nights at 11:00 p.m., Eastern Time. Tickets may be purchased until 10:00 
p.m., Eastern Time, on the night of the drawing. Tickets purchased after that time will be for the next drawing. 
 
ADDED FEATURES 

Megaplier® 

Megaplier is a special feature that allows players to win two to five times their non-jackpot prizes, for just $1 
more per play! A player must choose the Megaplier option on his/her MEGA MILLIONS playslip or tell the 
retailer that he/she wishes to purchase a Megaplier ticket. The Megaplier number, selected right before the 
MEGA MILLIONS draw, will determine the multiplier for that draw. See chart below for all Megaplier prize 
payouts.  

HOW TO WIN 

Each Tuesday and Friday night MEGA MILLIONS® drawings are conducted, in which five out of 75 numbers 
(white balls) and a Mega Ball number between 1 and 15 (gold ball) will be drawn at random. There are nine 
ways to win MEGA MILLIONS prizes by matching the winning numbers drawn in the official drawing for the date 
played. Match all five numbers plus the Mega Ball to win the jackpot or match any of the non-jackpot-winning 
combinations to win other great cash prizes! 

All MEGA MILLIONS prizes are set payouts, except the jackpot. The jackpot prize will be shared among winners 
in all MEGA MILLIONS states. The jackpot will be paid in 30 graduated annual payments or a one-time cash 
payment of a reduced amount. If there is no jackpot winner, the money in the jackpot pool rolls over to the next 
MEGA MILLIONS drawing. 

All MEGA MILLIONS prizes must be claimed in the state where the ticket was purchased. MEGA MILLIONS prizes 
must be claimed within 180 days after the winning drawing date. Federal income taxes will be withheld from 
MEGA MILLIONS prizes as required by the Internal Revenue Code at the time payments are made. Any 
additional federal, state and/or local taxes shall be the responsibility of the winner. Prizes of up to $1 million 
may be claimed at a Florida Lottery district office. Prizes of more than $1 million must be claimed at Lottery 
headquarters in Tallahassee. Read more about claiming Lottery prizes. 

If you claim a prize on a winning Advance Play ticket before all of the draws on the ticket have occurred, you will 
be issued a continuation ticket for the remaining draws with the same play numbers as the original ticket. 
 
All prizes must be claimed within 180 days of the applicable drawing date. All MEGA MILLIONS prizes must be 
claimed in the state where the ticket was purchased. 
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Think BIGGER Florida! 
 
With jackpots starting at $40 million and increasing with each rollover, POWERBALL® offers players the chance 
to win BIG for just $2 per play. Match all 5 white balls and the Powerball to win the jackpot! Match just the 5 
white balls and win $1 million! And, for an additional $1, players can increase their non-jackpot winnings two to 
four times higher than the base prize with Power Play®!  
 
HOW TO PLAY 
 
Pick up a POWERBALL playslip at an authorized Florida Lottery retailer. Each playslip contains five panels (A-E), 
allowing you to play up to five plays (one play per panel). To play, in each panel: 
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1. Select five numbers from 1 through 59 in the upper play area, or mark the QP (Quick Pick) box and let the 

terminal randomly pick some or all of your numbers. 
 

2. Select your Powerball number from 1 through 35 in the lower play area, or mark the QP (Quick Pick) box for 
the terminal to randomly select your Powerball number. 

 
3. To increase your winnings on non-jackpot prizes, select the Power Play box. Power Play costs $1 more per 

play. Please Note: The Power Play box applies to all panels and Quick Picks played on the playslip. 
 
4. To play the same numbers for more than one draw, select the number of draws you want to play in the 

Advance Play section of your playslip or tell the retailer how many advance draws you wish to play. 
 

5. Review your selections carefully. POWERBALL tickets cannot be cancelled. 
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6. Give your completed playslip and payment to the retailer ($2 per play for POWERBALL, or $3 per play for 
POWERBALL with Power Play). You will receive a ticket printed with your numbers, draw date(s), and 
indicating whether your ticket is a Power Play. 

 
7. Check the official drawing results to see if you're a winner! Drawing results are available on the Lottery’s 

website at www.flalottery.com, at authorized Florida Lottery retailers and by phone at (850) 921-PLAY (7529). 
 
Drawings are held Wednesday and Saturday nights at 10:59 p.m., Eastern Time. Tickets may be purchased until 
10:00 p.m., Eastern Time, on the night of the drawing. Tickets purchased after that time will be for the next 
drawing. 
 
ADDED FEATURES 
 
Power Play® 
 
Power Play is an add-on feature to POWERBALL that gives players a chance to win up to $2 million. When they 
purchase a POWERBALL ticket, players may add Power Play for $1 more per play to win two to four times their 
non-jackpot prize winnings. Power Play purchasers who match 5 numbers will win $2 million. All other non-
jackpot prizes are set payouts that are 2 to 4 times higher than the base game.  
 
HOW TO WIN 
 
The Multi-State Lottery Association (MUSL) will hold official POWERBALL drawings in which five out of 59 numbers 
(white balls) and a Powerball number between 1 and 35 (red ball) will be drawn at random. There are nine ways 
to win POWERBALL prizes by matching the winning numbers drawn in the official drawing for the date played. 
Match all five numbers plus the Powerball to win the jackpot or match any of the non-jackpot-winning 
combinations to win other great cash prizes! 
 
All POWERBALL prizes are set payouts, except the jackpot. The jackpot prize will be shared among winners in all 
POWERBALL states. The jackpot will be paid in 30 annual payments or a one-time cash payment of a reduced 
amount. If there is no jackpot winner, the money in the jackpot pool rolls over to the next POWERBALL drawing. 
 
All POWERBALL prizes must be claimed in the state where the ticket was purchased. Prizes of up to $1 million may 
be claimed at a Florida Lottery district office. Prizes of more than $1 million must be claimed at Lottery 
headquarters in Tallahassee. 
 
Federal income taxes will be withheld from POWERBALL prizes as required by the Internal Revenue Code at the 
time payments are made. Any additional federal, state and/or local taxes shall be the responsibility of the winner. 
 
If you claim a prize on a winning Advance Play ticket before all of the draws on the ticket have occurred, you will 
be issued a continuation ticket for the remaining draws with the same play numbers as the original ticket. 
 
POWERBALL prizes must be claimed within 180 days after the winning draw date. POWERBALL prizes must be 
claimed in the state the ticket was purchased.  
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POWERBALL Prize Payouts and Odds of Winning  

POWERBALL® 
Ticket Cost $2 

POWER PLAY® 
Add $1 per play 

Match Odds Prize Prize 

Overall odds 1:31.85 
 

     

+ 
 

1:175,223,510 $40,000,000 
 

       
1:5,153,632.65 $1,000,000 $2,000,000 

     

+ 
 

1:648,975.96 $10,000 $40,000 

       
1:19,087.53 $100 $200 

     

+ 
 

1:12,244.83 $100 $200 

       
1:360.14 $7 $14 

     

+ 
 

1:706.43 $7 $14 

     

+ 
 

1:110.81 $4 $12 

       

1:55.41 $4 $12 

 
The jackpot prize will be shared among jackpot winners in all POWERBALL states. All non-jackpot prizes are set payouts. If funds are insufficient to pay set 
prizes, non-jackpot prizes may be paid on a pari-mutuel basis and could be lower than the amount shown. 
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 It’s Luck by the numbers! 
 
LUCKY MONEYTM jackpots start at $500,000 and can roll over to up to $2 million if there isn’t a jackpot 
winner. Once the LUCKY MONEY jackpot reaches $2 million and there is no jackpot winner, the jackpot 
prize pool rolls down and increases the payouts on all of the lower-tier prize levels. Tickets cost $1 per 
play.  
 
 
 
HOW TO PLAY 
 
To play, pick up a LUCKY MONEY playslip at an authorized Florida Lottery retailer. Each playslip 
contains five panels (A-E). In each panel: 
 

 
 

1. 1. Select four numbers from 1 through 47 in the upper play area AND one Lucky Ball™ 
number from 1 through 17 in the lower play area of the playslip. 

2.  
3. 2. Or mark the Quick Pick box in the panel and let the terminal randomly select some or 

all of your numbers. 
4. 3. To play the same numbers for more than one draw, select the number of draws you want to 

play in the Advance Play section of your playslip or tell the retailer how many advance draws you 
wish to play.  

5. 4. Give your completed playslip and payment to the retailer. You will receive a ticket printed with 
your numbers and draw date(s) played. Please check your ticket(s) before you leave the 
store. You are responsible for the accuracy of your ticket(s). 

6. 5. Check the official drawing results to see if you’re a winner!  Draw results are available on this 
website, at authorized Florida Lottery retailers and by calling (850) 921-PLAY (7529). You may 
also watch the drawings online.   
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7. Drawings are held Tuesday and Friday nights at 11:15 p.m. Eastern Time. Tickets may be 
purchased until 10:40 p.m. Eastern Time on the night of the draw. Tickets purchased after 10:40 
p.m. will be for the next draw.  

8. If you claim a prize on a winning Advance Play ticket before all of the draws on the ticket have 
occurred, you will be issued a continuation ticket for the remaining draws with the same play 
numbers as the original ticket.  

Please remember: All prizes must be claimed within 180 days of the applicable draw date. 
 
Drawings are held Tuesday and Friday evenings at 11:15 p.m. Eastern Time and carried on 13 Lottery Affiliate TV 
Stations. You can purchase tickets until 10:40 p.m. on the night of the draw. Tickets purchased after 10:40 p.m. 
will be for the next draw. 
 
ADDED FEATURES 
 
EZmatch™ 
 
EZmatch™ is an instant game add-on to LUCKY MONEY! For an additional $1, players have a chance to win cash 
instantly, up to five times on a single ticket. A player must choose the EZmatch play option on his/her LUCKY 
MONEY playslip or tell the retailer that he/she wishes to purchase a LUCKY MONEY with EZmatch ticket. LUCKY 
MONEY with EZmatch tickets cost an additional $1 per play and cannot be cancelled. 
 
When you select EZmatch, five EZmatch numbers and instant prize amounts will print below the LUCKY MONEY 
numbers on your ticket. Match any EZmatch number with any LUCKY MONEY number on your ticket, and win the 
prize amount shown instantly. 
 
If you claim a prize on a winning LUCKY MONEY EZmatch ticket before the applicable LUCKY MONEY drawing on 
the ticket has occurred, you will be issued a continuation ticket for the LUCKY MONEY drawing with the same play 
numbers as the original ticket. 
 
 
 
 
HOW TO WIN 
 

The Florida Lottery will hold official LUCKY MONEY drawings where four out of 47 numbers and a Lucky 
Ball number between 1 and 17 will be drawn at random. There are eight ways to win LUCKY MONEY 
prizes by matching the winning numbers drawn in the official drawing for the date played. Match all four 
numbers in any order plus the Lucky Ball to win the jackpot or match any of the non-jackpot winning 
combinations to win other great cash prizes. 

If no LUCKY MONEY ticket matches all four winning numbers and the Lucky Ball, the top prize pool rolls 
over to the next draw until it reaches $2 million. After the LUCKY MONEY jackpot reaches $2 million and 
there is no jackpot winner, the amount in the jackpot prize pool in excess of the funds required for a $2 
million annuity will roll down to increase the prize payouts on all of the lower-tier cash prizes. The 
rolldown prizes are estimated to be double the normal payouts.  

Players may choose to receive their portion of the LUCKY MONEY jackpot in a one-time Cash Option 
payment or in 25 annual payments. The Cash Option payment is the amount required on the day of the 
drawing (or if the drawing is held on a holiday, the business day prior to the drawing) to fund the 
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applicable jackpot prize over 25 years, less applicable taxes. LUCKY MONEY jackpot winners who want 
to receive a single Cash Option payment must claim their prizes within the first 60 days of the 180-day 
redemption period. Applicable federal income taxes will be withheld from both Cash Option and annual 
payments at the time payments are made. Read more about claiming Lottery prizes. 

Please remember: All prizes must be claimed within 180 days of the applicable draw date. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Top Prize Rolls Down if Nobody Wins! 
 
Ever daydream about what you would do with a fantasy prize of around $200,000? With FANTASY 5®, you can! 
And, if there is no top-prize winner, the top prize rolls down to the 4-of-5 and 3-of-5 prize levels. FANTASY 5 has 
lots of winners. You can win a free ticket for matching just two numbers. 
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HOW TO PLAY 
 
Pick up a FANTASY 5 playslip at an authorized Florida Lottery retailer. Each playslip contains 10 panels (A-J), 
allowing you to play up to 10 plays per drawing (one play per panel). To play, in each panel: 
 

 
 
1. Select five numbers from 1 through 36 in one panel on your FANTASY 5 playslip. 

 
2. Or mark the Quick Pick box in the panel and let the terminal randomly select some or all of your numbers. 

 
3. You can play up to 10 panels (A-J) on each playslip. Each play costs $1. 

 
4. You can play the same numbers for more than one draw. To play up to 30 consecutive draws, mark the 

Advance Play area on your playslip, or tell the retailer how many advance draws you wish to play. 
 

5. Give your playslip and payment to the retailer. You will receive a ticket printed with your numbers and draw 
date(s). Please check your ticket(s) before you leave the store. You are responsible for the accuracy of your 
ticket(s). 

 
6. Check the official drawing results to see if you're a winner! Draw results are available on the Lottery’s website 

at www.flalottery.com, at authorized Florida Lottery retailers and by phone at (850) 921-PLAY (7529). 
 
Drawings are held seven days per week at approximately 11:15 p.m. Eastern Time and carried on 13 Lottery 
Affiliate TV Stations. You can purchase tickets until 10:40 p.m. for that night's draw. Tickets purchased after 10:40 
p.m. will be for the next draw.  
ADDED FEATURES 
 
EZmatch™ 
 
EZmatch™ is an instant game add-on to FANTASY 5! For an additional $1, players have a chance to win cash 
instantly, up to five times on a single ticket. A player must choose the EZmatch play option on his/her FANTASY 5 
playslip or tell the retailer that he/she wishes to purchase a FANTASY 5 with EZmatch ticket. FANTASY 5 with 
EZmatch tickets cost an additional $1 per play and cannot be cancelled. 
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When you select EZmatch, five EZmatch numbers and instant prize amounts will print below the FANTASY 5 
numbers on your ticket. Match any EZmatch number with any FANTASY 5 number on your ticket, and win the 
prize amount shown instantly. 
 
If you claim a prize on a winning FANTASY 5 EZmatch ticket before the applicable FANTASY 5 drawing on the ticket 
has occurred, you will be issued a continuation ticket for the FANTASY 5 drawing with the same play numbers as 
the original ticket. 
 
HOW TO WIN 
 
The Florida Lottery will hold official FANTASY 5 drawings where five out of 36 numbers will be drawn at random. If 
your five numbers match the five winning numbers drawn in the official drawing for the date played, you win the 
FANTASY 5 top prize. Match two, three or four of the winning numbers to win other cash prizes or a free Quick 
Pick ticket. You can claim your prizes beginning at 8:00 a.m. the following morning. 
 
FANTASY 5 is a pari-mutuel game. Actual prize amounts depend on sales and the number of winners in each prize 
category. All FANTASY 5 cash prizes are paid in a single cash payment. If there is no top prize winner, the money in 
the top prize pool rolls down, and is shared equally among winners in the 4-of-5 prize level, with a maximum prize 
of $555 per winner. If the available roll down exceeds the $555 
per winner maximum in the 4-of-5 prize level, the excess funds 
in the prize pool rolls down and is shared equally among the 
winners in the 3-of-5 prize level. When a ticket with 2-of-5 
winning numbers is redeemed, the gaming terminal will 
automatically print a free Quick Pick ticket for the next available 
drawing. Appropriate federal income taxes will be withheld 
from FANTASY 5 prizes at the time payments are made. 
 
If you claim a prize on a winning Advance Play ticket before all 
of the draws on the ticket have occurred, you will be issued a 
continuation ticket for the remaining draws with the same play 
numbers as the original ticket. 
 
All prizes must be claimed within 180 days of the applicable draw date.
 

FANTASY 5  
Estimated Prize Payouts and Odds of Winning 

Prize 
Level 

Estimated 
Prize 

Estimated Prize  
if no top-prize 

winner 

Odds of 
Winning 

5-of-5 $200,000 Roll Down 1:376,992 
4-of-5 $100 $555  

(maximum) 
1:2,432.21 

3-of-5 $10 $20 1:81.07 
2-of-5 Free Ticket Free Ticket 1:8.39 

Overall Odds: 1:7.58 

 

EZmatch 
Prize Payouts and Odds of Winning 
Prize Level Odds of Winning 

$500 1:84,000 
$250 1:84,000 
$100 1:11,052.63 
$50 1:3,387.1 
$20 1:1,400 
$15 1:893.62 
$10 1:100 
$5 1:300 
$4 1:60 
$3 1:13.64 
$2 1:9.38 

Overall: 1:4.71 
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Play it Your Way, Any Day! 
 
PLAY 4 is a twice-daily game that pays a top prize of $5,000. Play it Straight or Combo for bigger prizes. To increase 
your chances of winning, try a Box, Straight/Box, 1-OFF or Pairs play. You can play it your way any day – twice a 
day! With midday and evening drawings, you have two chances to play – and win! 
 
HOW TO PLAY 
 
Pick up a PLAY 4 playslip at an authorized Florida Lottery retailer. Each playslip contains five panels (A-E), allowing 
you to play up to five plays per drawing (one play per panel). To play, in each panel: 
 

 
 
1. Select the amount you want to play: 50 cents or $1. 
 
2. Select the play type: Straight, Box, Straight/Box, Combo, 1-OFF, Front Pair, Mid Pair or Back Pair. 
 
3. Select one number (from 0 through 9) from each column for a total of four digits, or mark the QP (Quick Pick) 

box and let the terminal randomly select some or all of your numbers. For a Front Pair play, select numbers 
from the first two columns only; for a Mid Pair play, select numbers from the middle two columns only; and, 
for a Back Pair play, select numbers from the last two columns only. 

 
4. Select the draw time. Select MID for the midday drawing (1:30 p.m. ET), EVE for the evening drawing (7:57 

p.m. ET) draw, or BOTH for both the midday and evening drawings. If no draw time is marked, the terminal 
will automatically print a ticket for the next available draw. If BOTH is selected, two separate tickets will print 
– one for the midday drawing and one for the evening drawing. 

 
5. To Advance Play the same numbers and play types up to 14 consecutive days for the selected draw time(s) , 

simply mark the number in  the "Days" section on your playslip.  
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6. Give your completed playslip and payment to the retailer. You will receive ticket(s) printed with your selected 
numbers and draw date(s). Please check your ticket(s) before you leave the store. You are responsible for the 
accuracy of your ticket(s). 

 
7. Check the official drawing results to see if you're a winner! Draw results are available on the Lottery’s website 

at www.flalottery.com, at authorized Florida Lottery retailers and by phone at (850) 921-PLAY (7529). 
 
PLAY 4 drawings are held twice daily, seven days per week, following the CASH 3 drawing at 1:30 p.m. and 7:57 
p.m. Eastern Time Tickets for each drawing may be purchased up to 10 minutes prior to the applicable drawing – 
1:20 p.m. ET for the midday drawings and 7:47 p.m. ET for the evening drawings. 
 
HOW TO WIN 
 
Players who match all four of the winning numbers drawn in the official drawing for the date played can win up to 
$5,000, depending on the type of play purchased and the amount played. Front Pair/Mid Pair/Back Pair players 
who match two numbers in exact order can win up to $50. Prizes of less than $600 may be claimed at any 
authorized Florida Lottery retailer. 
 
If you claim a prize on a winning Advance Play ticket before all of the drawings on the ticket have occurred, you 
will be issued a continuation ticket for the remaining draws with the same play numbers and play types as the 
original ticket. 
 
All prizes must be claimed within 180 days of the applicable draw date. 

 

PLAY 4 
Odds of Winning and Estimated Prize Payouts 

Play Types Example Odds Prize Payouts 

STRAIGHT Match in exact order 50¢ Play $1.00 Play 

 
1234 1:10,000 $2,500 $5,000 

BOX Match in any order 50¢ Play $1.00 Play 

4-WAY 1112 1:2,500 $599 $1,198 

6-WAY 1122 1:1,666.67 $400 $800 

12-WAY 1123 1:833.33 $200 $400 

24-WAY 1234 1:416.67 $100 $200 

STRAIGHT/BOX Match in exact order or any order. Costs $1. BOX STRAIGHT* 

4-WAY 1112 1:10,000 & 1:2,500 $599 $3,099 

6-WAY 1122 1:10,000 & 1:1,666.67 $400 $2,900 

12-WAY 1123 1:10,000 & 1:833.33 $200 $2,700 

24-WAY 1234 1:10,000 & 1:416.67 $100 $2,600 

1-OFF™ Match in exact order or off by one on any or all of your 4 digits in exact order.   $1.00 Play 
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STRAIGHT 1234 1:10,000   $2,500 

1-OFF on one digit 1235 1:1,250   $100 

1-OFF on four digits 0345 1:625   $50 

1-OFF on two digits 1245 1:416.67   $25 

1-OFF on three digits 1345 1:312.50   $15 

PAIRS Match two in exact order 50¢ Play $1.00 Play 

FRONT PAIR 12xx 1:100 $25 $50 

MID PAIR x23x 1:100 $25 $50 

BACK PAIR xx34 1:100 $25 $50 

COMBO Covers all Straight combinations of a 4-digit number. Costs $2 to $24 depending on the numbers you 

select. $2,500 $5,000 

4-WAY 1112 1:2,500 $2 Play $4 Play 

6-WAY 1122 1:1,666.67 $3 Play $6 Play 

12-WAY 1123 1:833.33 $6 Play $12 Play 

24-WAY 1234 1:416.67 $12 Play $24 Play 

*Combined straight and box payouts 
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Unlike the Lottery's other On-line games, which are pari-mutuel in design (that is, players are vying for a portion of what is in 
the prize pool), CASH 3 and PLAY 4 offer set prize payouts. Therefore, the Lottery has established a $5 million liability limit for 
PLAY 4 for any particular four-digit number in each drawing. Should any four digit combination (for example 7777) be 
purchased often enough in a single drawing that would result in the liability limit being exceeded, the Lottery will "cut off" 
further sales of that specific number combination. In addition, no Front Pair, Mid Pair or Back Pair that involves the first two, 
middle two or last two digits, respectively, of the four digit number will be allowed for that drawing. Players that have already 
played those numbers will still win the full amount of the set prize even if the liability limit has been met. For more details on 
this issue, please refer to the PLAY 4 game rule, section 7-h. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

NUMBERS SELECTED 
DETERMINE WAYS TO WIN EXAMPLE EXAMPLE WINNING COMBINATIONS 

STRAIGHT: Match in exact order 1234 1234 

4-WAY: Select a 4-digit number with three like 

digits and get 4 ways to win 1112 1112, 1121, 1211, 2111 

6-WAY: Select a 4-digit number with two pairs 

and get 6 ways to win 1122 1122, 1212, 1221, 2112, 2121, 2211 

12-WAY: Select a 4-digit number with two like 

digits and get 12 ways to win 1123 
1123, 1132, 1213, 1231, 1312, 1321, 
2113, 2131, 2311, 3112, 3121, 3211 

24-WAY: Select a 4-digit number with all 

different digits and get 24 ways to win 1234 

1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 1432, 2134, 2143, 2314, 
2341, 2413, 2431, 3124, 3142, 3214, 3241, 3412, 3421, 
4123, 4132, 4213, 4231, 4312, 4321 

1-OFF on 1 digit: Select a 4-digit number with 

one (1) number higher or lower than each of the 

player's four (4) digits in exact order and get 8 ways 

to win 1234 1235, 1233, 1244, 1224, 1334, 1134, 2234, 0234 

1-OFF on 2 digits: Select a 4-digit number with 

two (2) numbers higher or lower than each of the 

player's four (4) digits in exact order and get 24 ways 

to win 1234 

1245, 1243, 1225, 1223, 1335, 1333, 1344, 1324, 1135, 
1133, 1144, 1124, 2235, 2233, 2244, 2224, 2334, 2134, 
0235, 0233, 0244, 0224, 0334, 0134 

1-OFF on 3 digits: Select a 4-digit number with 

three (3) numbers higher or lower than each of the 

player's four (4) digits in exact order and get 32 ways 

to win 1234 

1345, 1343, 1325,1323, 1145, 1143, 1125, 1123, 2245, 2243, 
2225, 2223, 2335, 2333, 2344, 2324, 2135, 2133, 2144, 
2124, 0245, 0243, 0225, 0223, 0335, 0333, 0344, 0324, 
0135, 0133, 0144, 0124 

1-OFF on 4 digits: Select a 4-digit number with 

four (4) numbers higher or lower than each of the 

player's four (4) digits in exact order and get 16 ways 

to win 1234 
2245, 2343, 2325, 2323, 2145, 2143, 2125, 2123, 0345, 
0343, 0325, 0323, 0145, 0143, 0125, 0123 
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It's as easy as 1-2-3! 
 
It's the game where you can play today and get paid today. You can win a top prize of $500 with a $1 Straight 
play, or increase your chances of winning with a Box, Combo, Pairs or 1-OFF™ play. Simply select your lucky 
numbers and play it your way any day – twice a day. Midday and evening drawings offer two chances to play and 
win! 
 
HOW TO PLAY 
 
Pick up a CASH 3 playslip at an authorized Florida Lottery retailer. Each playslip contains five panels (A-E), allowing 
you to play up to five plays per drawing (one play per panel). To play, in each panel: 
 

 
 

1. Select the amount you want to play: 50 cents or $1. 
 
2. Select the play type: Straight, Box, Straight/Box, 1-OFF, Combo, Front Pair, or Back Pair. 
 
3. Select one number (from 0 through 9) from each column for a total of three digits, or mark the QP (Quick Pick) 

box and let the terminal randomly pick some or all of your number. For a Front Pair play, select number from 
the first two columns only; and, for a Back Pair play, select number from the last two columns only. 

 
4. Select the draw time. Select MID for the midday drawing (1:30 p.m. ET), EVE for the evening drawing (7:57 

p.m. ET) draw, or BOTH for both the midday and evening drawings. If no draw time is marked, the terminal 
will automatically print a ticket for the next available draw. If BOTH is selected, two separate tickets will print 
– one for the midday drawing and one for the evening drawing. 

 
5. To Advance Play the same numbers and play types up to 14 consecutive days for the selected draw time(s) , 

simply mark the number in  the "Days" section on your playslip.  
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6. Give your completed playslip and payment to the retailer. You will receive ticket(s) printed with your selected 
numbers and draw date(s). Please check your ticket(s) before you leave the store. You are responsible for the 
accuracy of your ticket(s). 

 
7. Check the official drawing results to see if you're a winner! Draw results are available on the Lottery’s website 

at www.flalottery.com, at authorized Florida Lottery retailers and by phone at (850) 921-PLAY (7529). 
 
CASH 3 drawings are held twice daily, seven days per week, at 1:30 p.m. and 7:57 p.m. Eastern Time. Tickets for 
each drawing may be purchased up to 10 minutes before the applicable drawing – 1:20 p.m. ET for the midday 
drawings and 7:47 p.m. ET for the evening drawings. 
 
HOW TO WIN 
 
Players who match three of the winning numbers drawn in the official drawing for the date played can win up to 
$500, depending on the type of play purchased and the amount played. Front Pair/Back Pair players who match 
two numbers in exact order can win up to $50. 
 
If you claim a prize on a winning Advance Play ticket before all of the drawings on the ticket have occurred, you 
will be issued a continuation ticket for the remaining draws with the same play numbers and play types as the 
original ticket. 
 
All prizes must be claimed within 180 days of the applicable draw date. Prizes of less than $600 may be claimed at 
any authorized Florida Lottery retailer. 

 
 

CASH 3 
Estimated Prize payouts and Odds of Winning 

Play Types Example Odds Payouts 
STRAIGHT   Match in exact order 50¢ Play $1.00 Play  

 123 1:1,000 $250 $500 
BOX   Match in any order 50¢ Play $1.00 Play  

3-WAY 112 1:333.33 $80 $160 
6-WAY 123 1:166.67 $40 $80 

STRAIGHT/BOX   Match in exact order or any order   Cost $1.00 BOX STRAIGHT* 
3-WAY 112 1:1,000 & 

1:333.33 
$80 $330 

6-WAY 123 1:1,000 & 
1:166.67 

$40 $290 

1-OFF™   Match in exact order or off by one on any or all of your 3 digits 
in exact order.  

50¢ Play $1.00 Play  

STRAIGHT 123 1:1,000 $125 $250 
1-OFF 214 1:38.46 $5 $10 

PAIRS   Match two in exact order 50¢ Play $1.00 Play  
FRONT PAIR 12x 1:100 $25 $50 
BACK PAIR x23 1:100 $25 $50 

COMBO   Cover all Straight combinations of a 3-digit number. Costs 
$1.50 to $6 depending on the numbers you select. 

$250 $500 

3-WAY 112 1:333.33 $1.50 Play $3 Play 
6-WAY 123 1:166.67 $3 Play $6 Play 

* Combined straight and box payouts 

THE NUMBERS YOU SELECT DETERMINE EXAMPLE EXAMPLE OF WINNING 
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Unlike the Lottery's other on-line games, which are pari-mutuel in design (that is, players are vying for a portion of what is in 
the prize pool), CASH 3 and PLAY 4 offer set prize payouts. Therefore, the Lottery has established a $10 million liability limit 
for CASH 3 for any particular three-digit number for each drawing. Should any three digit combination (for example 777) be 
purchased often enough in a single drawing that would result in the liability limit being exceeded, the Lottery will "cut off" 
further sales of that specific number combination. In addition, no Front Pair or Back Pair that involves the first two or last two 
digits, respectively, of the three-digit number will be allowed for that drawing. Players that have already played those 
numbers will still win the full amount of the set prize even if the liability limit has been met. For more details on this issue, 
please refer to the CASH 3 game rule, section 6-h. 

THE WAYS TO WIN COMBINATIONS 
3-WAY: Select a 3-digit number with 
two like digits and get 3 ways to win. 112 112,121,211 

6-WAY: Select a 3-digit number with 
all different digits and get 6 ways to 
win. 

123 123,132,213,231,312,321 

1-OFF: All possible combinations in 
which each of the three (3) digits 
either match or is one (1) number 
higher or lower than each of the 
player’s three (3) digits in exact order. 
26 ways to win.  

123 

012, 013, 014, 022, 023, 024, 032, 
033, 034, 112, 113, 114, 122, 124, 
132, 133, 134, 212, 213, 214, 222, 

223, 224, 232,233, 234 
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